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WHEN IS /i*L, CLOSED?

BY

I. GLICKSBERGO)

Abstract.    For a finite measure /lona locally compact abelian group, we partially

answer the question of when f¿ * Li is closed in Ly.

1. Let G" be a locally compact abelian group with dual C~~ = r. Clearly a

measure(2) p e M=M(G) has p * Z.i(G) closed in Ly(G) if it is invertible in M, or

an idempotent, or if

(1.1) p. is the convolve of an idempotent and an invertible in M(G).

Our question, for which we are indebted to Edwin Hewitt, might well be answered

by the converse, but so far we can only give a complete answer when F is connected

(so no nontrivial idempotents appear) or under some special hypothesis.

Theorem 1.1. IfTis connected, p. * Ly(G) is closed if and only if p is invertible

in M(G), or p = 0.

Theorem 1.2. Ifp,eLy(G),p*Ly(G)isclosediff(l.l)holds.

Evidently (1.1) implies that p * p * LX(G) is also closed.

Theorem 1.3. p* p* L,(G) is closed iff (I.I) holds, and then the space coincides

with p * LyiG). In particular if p. * Ly(G) is closed and p has a square root in M (which

thus must satisfy (1.1)), then (1.1) holds for p.

So what we shall leave open can be viewed as the question of whether p * 7,, (G)

closed implies p* p.* LyiG) is closed.

The same argument used to prove Theorem 1.1 can be applied to yield a bit of

information on the analogous question in which Lx is replaced by a closed ideal.

Theorem 1.4. Suppose I is a proper closed ideal in L\. Then p. * I closed implies

£_1(0) is interior to hull (p * 7) and

(1.2) p*7 = {/e7:/= 0o«A_1(0)}.

In the special case that V is connected, p,eLy ior just if ße C0) and hull I is

nowhere dense, p, * I is closed only if p, = 0, or if T is compact and p is invertible.
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(2) We shall use M, rather than M(G), for the algebra of measures on G, and similarly

Ly, La, C for the usual spaces ozz G.
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Various questions related to the original one are in fact equivalent. Indeed, we

shall see p * Lx is closed in p. * M is closed, and since an operator from one Banach

space to another has closed range iff its adjoint has [1, p. 488] this implies

Corollary 1.5. If any of p.* Lx, p* M, p.* C0, p, * Lx are closed (in Lx, M,

C0, Fa,, resp.), then all are.

A part of our argument yields a simple characterization of inclusions between

ranges of convolution operators, which seems new, and is quite independent of our

original problem.

Theorem 1.6. For p, v e M, p, * F^ v * Lx iff p. g v * M (i.e., iff p *M<^v * M);

more generally p. * F,<= 2" "i * f-i iff P e 2* vi * Af.

Finally, I am indebted to M. M. Hackman and I. Wik for several helpful con-

versations, and to Frank Pollard for pointing out a grievous error in an earlier

attempt on the problem.

2. One easy special case, which we shall use later on, is that in which p. * Lx is

closed and ß never vanishes on F: then p. * Lx is a closed hull-less ideal and so all

of F, by Wiener's Tauberian theorem, while/—> p. */is 1-1. So the open mapping

theorem says this map is topological and p */->■/ is a bounded operator on

p. * Lx=Lx which evidently commutes with translations. As is well known [3] it is

convolution with a A in M, whence X* p.*f=f feLx and A*/x=S0 (the point

mass at the identity of G), so p. is invertible.

Both Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 follow from the following fact, which we put in a

more general form for later use.

Lemma 2.1. If I is an ideal in Lx and p * I is closed then ß is bounded away from

zero on F^fi-^O) u hull 7) = r\hull (p * 7).

Indeed, suppose not, so we can find distinct yn $ hull 7 with 0 < |/i(y„)| < 1/n!. We

can find symmetric compact Baire neighborhoods Vn of the identity in F for which

{yn + 2 Vn} is a pairwise disjoint sequence of subsets of r\hull (p * 7), so the functions

0n = (mKy1R?n(xvn*Xvn)

(where m is Haar measure in F and Ry translation by y) have pairwise disjoint

supports contained in r\hull (p, * I). Now rpn is the Fourier transform of an fn in

F, with ynfn = (mVn)-1x2-n^0 (since Vn is symmetric) so ||/n||i=||y„/„||i

=(mVn)~1xvn * Xv„(0) = l by Plancherel say. Hence

oo    yn

f= Z rj/n
n = 1 '*•

is in F, and /(yn) = (2n//t!)</-n(yn) = 2n/«!. Since 0< \ß(yn)\ <l/w! we have

\f(Vn)lß(yn)\ >2n and fjß is not bounded on r\/i"l(0). On the other hand, since/„
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has compact support disjoint from hull (p * 7), /„ lies in the smallest ideal with

that hull [3] and so in p * 7. So/=limfc_oo 2S«i 2"/„/n! is in the closed ideal p * 7,

whence/=p * g,g e Ly, and, on T\ß~1(0),f/ß=g must be bounded, a contradiction

completing our proof(3).

Again suppose p.* Ly is closed. By Lemma 2.1 with 7=F,, ß is bounded away

from zero on r\p_1(0), so the boundary of ß_1(0) must be void, and ß_1(0) is open.

This, of course, yields Theorem 1.1, since there if ix^O we must have p_1(0) empty,

whence p. is invertible by our easy special case.

Now to obtain Theorem 1.2, note that there ß is in C0 and is bounded away from

zero on r\p-1(0), so this closed set is compact. By regularity there is an r¡ in Ly

with 17 = 1 on r\p_1(0) and 0 on p_1(0). This r¡ is the desired idempotent, and to

complete our proof we note that p. = 7¡ * p = r¡ * (p+80 — r¡), while p+S0 —77 is an

invertible in the subalgebra C80+Ly of M since its Gelfand representative (on the

one point compactification of T) has the value 1 where ß (and hence f¡) vanish, and

at infinity, while on r\/x_1(0) where f¡=l the values coincide with those of ß, hence

are bounded away from 0.

We obtain Theorem 1.3 by first noting that since (p. * p)'^~1(0) = ß~\0) is open,

it is a set of synthesis so that

p.* Ly = zi*p*F, = {feLy :/= 0 on ß~xi0)}

since the latter two are closed ideals with hull p_1(0), while the first lies between

these two. Consequently/—>- p */is a map of p. * Ly onto itself by the first equality,

evidently 1-1 by the second and thus an invertible operator on the Banach space

p. * Ly. So nearby operators on p * Ly are invertible, in particular/—> (zS0—p) */,

for |z|<8, some S>0. Thus for 0^ [z|<8 we have (z80 — p) * p. * Ly — p. * Ly, and

so feLy implies p */=(z80 —p) * p.* g, geLy, whence /— (zS0 — p.) * g e Nu, the

nullity of /->/**/ in Ly. But h e Nu implies (zo0 — p.) * h = zh so that

Nll<=(zo0 — p) * Ly, and we conclude that any/in Lj lies in (z80-p) *F, if0#|z| <8,

and L1 = (z80 —p) * Ly. By our easy special case zS0 — p, is an invertible in M, and

thus 0 is an isolated point in the spectrum of the element p of M. So the character-

istic function y of the complement of a small disc about 0 e C is analytic near the

spectrum of p, and (via the Cauchy integral) [2] there is an r¡ in M, necessarily

idempotent, with f¡ = x ° ß the characteristic function of the spectrum of M less

(3) I am indebted to M. Hackman for suggesting this type of construction, and to I. Wik

for pointing out how simple the final argument could be made. A shorter but slightly less

elementary alternate proof of the lemma can be obtained from the open mapping theorem and

the fact that for yer\.F, F closed, we have ||y + (jtF)1ll=inf {||y + A||» : h e (kF)L}= ||y||»

(which also follows from spectral synthesis for open sets). Indeed since the dual to / -> p. * I^Ly

induces a topological map of L»/(n * 7)1 into Loo/71, |?> + (it * 7)1] ^k\\p. * y + 7i|| ázc||z¿ * ç>||„

for fe£.. With y = y e r\hull (/x * /) then 1 = ||y[| = ||y + G> * I)1! ==k\\p. * y\\B =* || £(y)y I »

=k\Kr)l
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/¡.-1(0), where the hat now denotes the Gelfand representative. So ¿¿ = 77 * p

= r¡ * (p.+ 80-v)> and we see p. + o0 — r¡ is invertible in M exactly as before(4).

To obtain Theorem 1.4, suppose I is a closed ideal and 0^/x * 7 is closed. By

Lemma 2.1 no element of ß~\0) can lie in the boundary of hull (p * 7), and thus

the boundary of ß_1(0) is interior to hull 7 as asserted.

Now p. * 7<= {fe I : /=0 on A_1(0)}, while iff is in the larger set then/=0 near

/Â_1(0) so that/e p * Lx, and we have anheLx with/=/x * h e Lx. Near any point

of F\ß- \0), 1 jß coincides with a Fourier transform, so h belongs locally to 7 at all y

in r\£-1(0). On the other hand/vanishes on an open set U^ß'1^), so that fjß = h~

vanishes on i/\/2_1(0) and if we set <p = h off U and =0 on Uthen <p belongs locally

to 7~ at all points of F, and even at co iff has compact support, so <p=g, gel. For

such an /we thus have/e/x * I, as desired; and for any f el with/=0 on £_1(0)

we have a net (/,} in Lx with f6 *f^f f6 = 0 near oo, so that f6*fep*I, and

therefore/E p * I since p * I is closed, proving (1.2).

Suppose hull 7 is nowhere dense. Then since ß_1(0) is in the interior of ß~x(0)

u hull 7, one easily concludes ß_1(0) is open (if U is the interior, C/\/x-1(0) is an

open set contained in hull 7). So if p / 0, ß ~ 1(0) =0 if we assume F to be connected,

and by Lemma 2.1 ß is bounded away from zero on r\hull (p * 7) = F\hull 7. Since

ß lies in C0 by hypothesis, we conclude then that r\hull 7 must have compact

closure, which easily implies that F is compact since hull 7 is nowhere dense. But

now /x_1(0)= 0 means p is invertible in M = LX and Theorem 1.4 is proved.

3. Proof of Corollary 1.5 and Theorem 1.6. We shall first obtain 1.5 as a corollary

to 1.6. If p * Lx is closed then, as we have noted, since ß_1(0) is open

ik*Lx ={feLx : f = 0 on ß~\0)},

and this implies any v e M with 0 = 0 on ß~x(fS) has v * Lxcp * L,, so v e p * M

by 1.6. Conversely v e p.* M implies v = 0 on ß " 1(0), so

(z*¥ = {veM:î = 0on M_1(0)}

which shows /u, * M is closed.

On the other hand that p * M is closed is equivalent to continuity of the inverse

of the induced map of MjN° into the subspace p * M of M (where A° is the

(4) At this point it should be apparent that the gap between Theorem 1.1 and the result

in full generality lies in showing that 0 isolated in the range of ß means it must be isolated in

the spectrum of ¡j. in M. Actually, any root of/x will do in the final assertion, and more generally,

if ¡x. = \ * v, where A_1(0) = D"1(0) = /1"1(0)> the conclusion follows, by just the same argument:

A is invertible on v * Lx = A * v * Lx, whence 0 is isolated in the spectrum of A in M, so the Gel-

fand representative Â of A is bounded away from 0 where it is not 0. By symmetry the same is

true of 0, hence A0 = p. is bounded away from 0 where it is not = 0.
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nullity of v —>- p. * v), i.e. to the existence of a k with

(3.1) IK^°II == k\\p*4,       »eM.

With N„ the nullity in L%, for v eLy one easily sees ||v + Nu\\ á ¡|v + N°\\ using an

approximate identity in Ly and the fact that Ly is an ideal in M, so (3.1) implies our

map ofLy\Nu into the subspace p* Ly of Z,, is topological, whence p * Ly is closed.

Because of the theorem on adjoints cited earlier the proof of 1.5 is complete, and

we turn to 1.6.

First we need the simple

Lemma 3.1. For X, p in M with

||A*<H| S k\\p-*<p\\,       9>eC0,

we have Xe p * M.

We have only to note that A * <p e C0 so p * <p —> X* <p(0) is a bounded linear

functional on a subspace of C0. By Hahn-Banach it is given by a v e M, A * ^(0)

= v * p * 93(0), and replacing <p by R-X<p, X * ¡p(x) = v * p. * <p(x), hence A = z¿ * v as

desired.

We can now obtain 1.6.

Suppose that p. * Ly^v * L,. Then we have a linear map of Li into Ly¡Nv sending

/into g + Nv if p */=v * g, which has a closed graph: if/n ->/in Ly and gn + Nv

-> g + Nv in Ly/Nv, p, *fn = v * gn, then /x */=limp */n = lim v * gn = v * g. So our

map is continuous, and has a continuous adjoint sending (Ly/Nv)* into Lœ. Of

course (Lj/Av)* is the subspace Nj- of Lx, which clearly contains(5) v * Lœ. With

(peLccfigeLy and p*f=v*g,

<g + Av, v * <p> = <v * g, <p> = <p */ <p> = </ p * <p>

so the adjoint maps v * <p into p * <p, and we have zV>0 for which

||p*9>IU = ̂ II"*<pIU»        <p£Lm,

so p. 6 v * M follows from Lemma 3.1. Conversely p e v * M implies p * Ly^v * Ly

trivially.

The more general assertion in Corollary 1.5 follows in the same way, noting that

P * Li^lS vi * Ii yields a continuous linear map of Ly into (Ly ©• • •© Lf)jN,

where N={(f, ...,fn):fe Ly, 2 v¡ */=0}, with an adjoint taking ivy*q>,.. .,vn*<p)

in A1 into p * <p. So for ç> e C0, (^i * <p,..., vn * <p) —>- p * <p(0) defines a continuous

linear functional on a subspace of C0 ©• ■ • © C0, whence we obtain A,,..., An e M

with p * <p(0) = 2 A¡ * v¡ * <p(0), yielding the result.

Finally, the argument applies to a more general setting: suppose F is a space of

Radon measures on G which is a Banach space under some norm, closed under

(5) We pair Ly and Z.» via </, <p}=f* <p(0).
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convolution with finite measures, with the property

(3.2) p. e M and en -> 0 in F imply \p. * en\(K) -*■ 0   for all compact K in G.

(For example F could be C(G)m, where m is Haar measure.) Defining p* on the

dual F* as the adjoint operator, so <e, p. * e*> = </x * e, e*>, e* eF*, suppose D

is a closed subspace of F* which is invariant and continuously translating (so

\\8X * d—d\\ -> 0 as x —> 0 in G). Then if p. * Lx^v * F, where zt, v e M, (3.2) shows

the nullity Av of e -*■ v * e is closed, and then that the map of Fx into E/Nv sending

/into e + Nv if /x */=k * e has a closed graph, hence is continuous, as before. The

adjoint, mapping Ni in F* into Lx in particular takes v * D<^v * E*^N^ intoF«,,

sending v * z/ into zi * d since (e + Nv,v * d} = (v * e, d} = (p*fi d} = (fi p.* d}

when /x *f=v * e. Moreover, since 8X* p.* d=p. * Sx * d, p. * d is a continuously

translating element of Lœ, hence can be taken as a continuous function, so that

v * d—> p* d(0) is a well-defined continuous linear functional on D. Thus there is a

d* e 7)* with

(3.3) p * ¿(0) = <v * d, d*} = <rf, v * d*},       de D.

For example, if E=C(G)m and we take D=Lx(G) (with <ew,/> = e */(0) of

course) then (3.3) says there is an h eLx for which

p,*d(0) = d*v*h(0)   alldeLx,

whence we can identify p with the measure (v * h)m in L^m. So p. * Li<^(v * C)m

( = v * (C • m)) implies pe(v * L^m ; conversely that implies p.* Li<^(v * Lx * F, )m

<=(v * C)w of course.

4. We should note that if 2?=i /^i * T-i is closed the argument of Lemma 2.1 can

be used to show 2 |Ai| ¡s bounded away from zero on F\Ç\ A¡_1(0), and thus that

P) /x¡_1(0) is open. So if F is connected Lx has no proper nonzero closed subspaces of

the form 2" Pi * Lx.

Finally, we note that the arguments of §2 apply in a more general setting: in

place of Lx we can take any regular commutative Banach algebra A which is

tauberian (so the analogue of Wiener's theorem holds) and in place of M(G) the

(Banach) algebra of multipliers of A (the algebra M of all operators F on A satisfy-

ing T(ab) = aTb). With just the special hypothesis that for each neighborhood V

of any element y of the spectrum r of A there is an a in A with Gelfand representa-

tive â supported by V, â(y)= 1 and ||a|| ^c, a fixed constant, one has:

(4.1) If F is connected TA is closed iffT=0 or T is invertible in M.

(4.2) IfTis multiplication by an element of A, TA is closed iff T is the product of

an idempotent and an invertible in M.

(4.3) T2A is closed iff T is a product as in (4.2).

As is well known, Te M corresponds to a continuous function <p on F satisfying

(Ta)~ = q>â, and the arguments of §2, in particular of Lemma 2.1, apply with <p in

place of ß, as the reader can easily verify.
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